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Abstract: In this paper we illustrate a new, simple and complementary ground-based methodology 
to retrieve the vertically resolved atmospheric precipitation intensity through a synergy between 
measurements from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Micropulse Lidar 
network (MPLNET), an analytical model solution and ground-based disdrometer measurements. 
The presented results are obtained at two mid-latitude MPLNET permanent observational sites, 
located respectively at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, USA, and at the Universitat Politècnica 
de Catalunya, Barcelona, Spain. The methodology is suitable to be applied to existing and/or future 
lidar/ceilometer networks with the main objective of either providing near-real time (3h latency) 
rainfall intensity measurements and/or to validate satellite missions, especially for critical light 
precipitation (<3 mm hr−1).

Keywords: rainfall; lidar; disdrometer; evaporation; meteorology; climate change; latent heat; 
precipitation12

1. Introduction13

Rain and precipitation influence the life of all living species on Earth. With respect to the14

Earth-Atmosphere system, they play a relevant role in pairing water and energy Earth’s cycles serving15

as proxy for latent heat in the atmosphere. In fact, precipitation, modulating the latent heat content in16

the atmosphere [1], also modifies the atmospheric column thermodynamics, affecting cloud lifetime.17

[2]. Moreover, the hydrological cycle, which characterizes the continuous exchange of water in all18
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its three phases, below and above the earth surface, is clearly strongly dependent on precipitation.19

Then, characterizing rainfall intensity and its variability at global scale is crucial not only to improve20

our knowledge of the hydrological cycle but also to reduce uncertainties of global climate change21

model predictions of future scenarios. Understanding rainfall accumulation paths, together with22

their spatial variability, besides helping in identifying world regions subject to drought and flooding,23

is of fundamental importance in reducing global climate models uncertainty to forecasting global24

temperature change [3]. In this context and thanks to the technological progress in satellite remote25

sensing techniques, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) launched jointly with26

the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM)27

followed by the Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) [1]. The main objective of TRMM missions28

was to monitor and study precipitation with satellite measurements in the tropics where two thirds of29

global precipitations occurs.30

GPM further extended the measurement range towards the polar regions, (i.e., up to 69o N/S).31

NASA is at the forefront of retrievals for vertically resolved microphysical rain drop properties from32

ground-based multi-wavelength lidar measurements [4] and their improvement through comparison33

with an analytical model solution that uses disdrometer and radiosounde data as inputs [5]. Taking34

advantage of the experience gained in these previous studies, we develop in this paper a new35

methodology to retrieve range-resolved rainfall intensity through a synergy between elastic lidar36

measurements, disdrometer data and an analytical model solution. Measurements obtained with this37

simple method, if implemented globally through existing or future lidar Level 2 algorithms and output38

datasets, will fill a gap to help validate satellite data for light precipitation (intensity <3 mm hr−1) for39

which current global climate model predictions are in disagreement [1]. Results obtained from two40

mid-latitude NASA Micro Pulse Lidar NETwork (MPLNET [6]) permanent observational sites, one41

located at Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), USA, and the other at the Universitat Politècnica de42

Catalunya (UPC), Spain, are presented.43

2. Materials and Methods44

2.1. MPLNET lidar Data Measurements45

The ground-based lidar systems used in this study are the elastic polarization-sensitive micro46

pulse lidar (P-MPL v. 4B, Sigma Space Corp., now LEICA) which are deployed at two permanent47

MPLNET lidar network observational sites. The purpose of NASA MPLNET network [6], active48

since 1999, is to retrieve automatically and continuously the geometrical and optical aerosol and49

cloud properties under most meteorological conditions and to the limit of laser signal attenuation.50

Measurements and retrievals obtained from worldwide deployed permanent stations are publicly51

available at MPLNET website. Multi-year network data were previously analyzed to assess cloud52

[7–10] and aerosol [2,11,12] radiative effects.53

The P-MPL samples the atmosphere with a relatively high frequency (2500 Hz) using a low-energy54

( 7 µJ) Nd:YAG laser at 532 nm. The P-MPL acquisition settings at the two sites focused upon in this55

study follow the NASA MPLNET temporal and spatial specifications (60s integration time and 7556

m vertical resolution for GSFC and 60s and 30m for UPC). Polarization capabilities rely on the57

collection of two-channel measurements (i.e., the signal measured in the so-called ‘co-polar‘ and58

‘cross-polar’ channels of the instrument, respectively denoted as Pco (z) and Pcr (z). The total power,59

P, is reconstructed as P = Pco + 2Pcr [13,14]). The signal, P, multiplied by the squared range is the60

basis for retrieving all of the different Level 2 cloud and aerosol products[15,16]. Since the P-MPL is a61

single wavelength lidar, however, the retrieval of the vertically-resolved microphysical and optical62

aerosol properties are subject to stronger assumptions with respect to multi-wavelength lidars [17]. For63

reference, these channels are not to be confused with traditional linear depolarization measurements,64

where co- and cross-polar channels represent those linear states with respect to the linearly-polarized65
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laser source (e.g., [18]). As introduced in [19], and given the engineering requirements and limitations66

of the MPL technique, the co-and cross-polar states are relative to non-linear phases.67

Among the newly available MPLNET Version 3 (V3) release products, we consider the Level 168

V3 Cloud algorithm (beta product) [20], which automatically retrieves the cloud base height used to69

correctly reconstruct back the precipitating drop size distribution from the ground. The MPLNET70

systems used are those of the Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya (UPC), Barcelona, Spain, (41.38N,71

2.11E, 115m a.s.l.) and of the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), USA, (38.99N, 76.84W, 50m a.s.l.).72

2.2. Disdrometer73

The disdrometer is an in-situ measurement device designed to measure the drop size distribution74

(DSD;[21]), represented as the number of drops per unit of volume and per unit of raindrop diameter.75

Disdrometers can be based on different measurement principles (high-speed cameras, Doppler effect,76

laser-optical, impact, etc.). Two different versions Parsivel laser-optical disdrometer manufactured77

by OTT [22] are installed at UPC and GSFC, namely the first generation Parsivel (Parsivel1) and the78

second generation Parsivel (Parsivel2), respectively. Parsivel systems were originally developed by79

PM Tech Inc., Germany. The instrument has a laser diode (emitting wavelength of 780 nm) generating80

a horizontal flat beam. The measurement area is nominally 48 cm2 for the first generation Parsivel and81

54 cm2 for Parsivel2. When a hydro-meteor passes through the laser beam, it produces attenuation82

proportional to its size. A relationship between the laser beam occlusion by the falling particle is83

applied to estimate the particle size. Parsivel instruments can measure particle diameters up to84

about 25 mm classifying them in 32 size classes of different width. The instrument also estimates the85

hydro-meter fall velocity by measuring the time necessary for the particle to pass through the laser86

beam, and thus it stores particles in 32x32 matrices. The disdrometers high temporal resolution (60s87

for this work) permits study in great detail of physical precipitation variability.88

2.3. The Analytical Model Solution89

The analytical model solution, based on molecular diffusivity of water vapor in air, permits90

calculating the evaporation power of a generic atmospheric layer in stationary thermodynamic conditions91

[23] through the variable D∗, which is the initial diameter of a raindrop that evaporates completely after92

traveling a certain distance in the incident atmospheric layer. Conversely, for our purposes, instead93

of D∗, we calculate the vertically resolved DSD profile at the radiosounding (or atmospheric model)94

vertical resolution [5]. The change in DSD diameter for each raindrop is calculated in the specific95

atmospheric layer starting from the altitude h1 (ground) to the altitude h2 (cloud base). The method96

reconstructs backwards the DSD atmospheric profile starting from the ground-based disdrometer97

DSD measurement to the cloud base height, at the resolution established by the corresponding98

atmospheric thermodynamic variables (i.e. temperature, mixing ratio...), as retrieved from the MPLNET99

lidar product [20]. If the radiosonde data are unavailable or too far from the measurement site,100

the atmospheric thermodynamics properties can be obtained from NASA Goddard Modeling and101

Assimilation Office, version 5.9.1 reanalysis (GEOS-5), available every 3 hours at each MPLNET station.102

More specifically, we calculate how the raindrop diameter D2 at altitude h2 evolves into D1 at
altitude h1 as through Eq.(1):

c2D2
1 + c1D2

2 = E(h1, h2), (1)

, where the coefficients c1 and c2 are completely determined from the layer thermodynamic properties,103

h1 and h2 are the altitude boundaries of the specific layer while E is a function of the atmospheric layer104

status, i. e. humidity, temperature and pressure (see [23] for more detailed info).105

For each range bin, at the radiosonde or GEOS-5 model resolution, the atmosphere is assumed106

to be steady, with constant thermodynamical variables. With such an assumption it is possible to107

reconstruct backward the DSD up to the cloud base. The primarily limitation of analytical model108

solution major limitation is that it does not take into account processes that affect raindrop diameter109
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such as coalescence and collision. For this reason, this method is more suitable for light intensity110

rainfalls, where those processes are not significant. Moreover, since the methodology further depends111

on lidar/ceilometer measurements, the rain intensity will affect the instrument Signal-to-Noise Ratio112

(SNR). Thus, the lidar/ceilometer signal will only be available up to the cloud base in light intensity113

rainfall given the potential limits of signal attenuation in heavier showers.114

3. Results and Discussion115

3.1. Seasonal differences at UPC116

The UPC permanent observational site is located on the Remote Sensing Lab (RSlab) building117

in Barcelona, Spain. The disdrometer is deployed 600m away from the lidar at the meteorological118

observatory of the Applied Physics Department of the University of Barcelona. For this kind of119

application, such a short distance is not relevant in lighter rainfall and both instruments can be assumed120

as co-located. We analyzed the variability in seasonal rainfall intensity over 2016 where disdrometer121

and co-located MPLNET observations were simultaneously available. The largest rainfall events122

were found during the spring (March-April-May; MAM) and fall (September-October-November;123

SON) seasons. Rainfall intensity was analyzed at three different levels: 300m, 800m and 1300m above124

ground level (agl). During spring (Figure 1a), the peak of the distribution is shifted towards higher125

rainfall intensities (around 1.5 mm h−1), while in fall (Figure 1b) the bulk of rainfall intensity is around126

0.6 mm h−1. This seasonal difference may be explained with different rain processes taking place127

(i.e., convective vs. stratiform events). There is no meaningful variability associated with different128

altitudes for both seasons. Due to the lower sample size measurements, the same analysis has not been129

performed at GSFC.

(a) Probability Density Function for rainfall events
detected on 2016, Spring (March, April, May; MAM)

(b) Probability Density Function for rainfall events
detected on 2016, Fall (September, October, November;
SON)

Figure 1. Probability Distribution Function(PDF) for rainfall intensities at three vertical levels (300m,
800m, 1300m) during Spring (a) and Fall (b) 2016 at MPLNET Barcelona permanent observation station.

130

3.2. Case Study Analysis131

Two case studies of the analytical model application at UPC and GSFC are presented and discussed132

in terms of vertically-resolved precipitation temporal evolution.133
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3.2.1. Retrieval of DSD profiles at UPC134

On 04 April 2016, Fig. 2a shows the composite plot of the depolarized channel signal, where135

precipitation contours are visible at around 0900UT and from 1600UT to 1900UT. Fig. 2b shows the V3136

L1 cloud algorithm cloud base height retrieval used in the inversion. Figure 2c depicts rainfall vertical137

intensity from 1940UT to 1950UT. Combining local radiosonde data (not showed here) and lidar data,138

we can state that rain originates from melting ice (cold rain process), with the freezing level detected at139

2250m AGL, just a few tens of meters below the cloud base. This is also confirmed by GEOS-5 model140

(Fig. 2a), where 0◦C isotherm is in very close agreement with radiosounding. In this rainfall event, the141

steepest gradient of intensity is 0.03 mm h−1 km−1, which is much smaller than GSFC case study (see142

3.2.2).143

3.2.2. Retrieval of DSD profiles at GSFC144

GSFC disdrometer and co-located lidar measurements were analyzed from November 2015 to145

April 2016. The vertical profiles of rainfall intensity, after applying the analytical model solution from146

1727UT to 1754UT on 22 April 2016 , are showed Fig. 3. Depicted in 3a is depicted the composite147

plot of the depolarization channel signal obtained from the lidar on 22 April 2016. The core of the148

precipitation is clearly visible at around 1745UT. Figure 3b shows the cloud base height retrieval149

from V3 L1 MPLNET cloud algorithm. In Fig. 3c, we can observe that rainfall intensity is weak, but150

increasing with time. The steepest gradient with respect to altitude is recorded at 1747UT with 0.22151

mm h−1 km−1.152

3.3. Evaporation Characteristics at UPC153

In order to generalize the rain evaporation properties, UPC data measurements were analyzed as154

a function of rain parameter differences (i.e. R, the rain rate and Z, an equivalent radar reflectivity)155

between the cloud base and the ground. Figure 4a reports the analysis of R. The evaporation results156

are more marked (greater ∆R) for higher cloud base heights and increasing R values at the ground. For157

relatively high cloud bases (higher than 3000 m) the R difference with the ground reaches values as158

high as 6 mmh−1. For lower R values and low cloud bases, ∆R is roughly constant, never exceeding 1159

mmh−1, regardless of the cloud base height. For lower cloud base heights (below 1000 m), ∆R is rain160

intensity insensitive at the ground and does not exceed 0.6-0.8 mmh−1. Figure 4b shows Z properties,161

calculated as the sixth moment of the DSD. In contrast with R, the plot highlights that ∆Z is dependent162

only on the cloud base height. This can be explained, from a microphysical point of view, because of163

the small drop sizes collected in the analyzed data. That is, the lower the rain intensity, the smaller the164

drop diameters composing the DSD.165

4. Conclusions166

We introduce a methodology for computing vertically-resolved rain parameters (i. e., rain167

intensity) through a synergy between ground-based lidar, in-situ disdrometer measurements and an168

analytical model solution paired with thermodynamic variables measured by atmospheric radiosondes169

(if unavailable, atmosphere thermodynamic variables can be inferred from NASA GEOS-5 model).170

The methodology, applied at two permanent mid-latitude NASA Micro Pulse Lidar Network datasets,171

the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) and Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya in Barcelona, Spain172

(UPC), is particularly suited for measurements of low intensity precipitation (rainfall rate, R, < 3 mm173

h−1). If implemented operationally in the network, the methodology can generate near real time174

rainfall intensity as a standard Level 2 product. Low-intensity precipitation measurements are crucial175

for better understanding the hydrological cycle and for validating satellite missions, like the Global176

Precipitation Mission experiment (GPM) [1].177

The analysis of a complete year (2016) of precipitation at UPC permitted assessing rainfall178

intensity seasonal variability for different cloud base altitude ranges. Slightly different rain intensity179
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(a) Composite MPLNET V3 cross-polar channel with superimposed GEOS-5 isotherms

(b) MPLNET V3 L1 cloud base height retrieval product

(c) Rainfall Intensity on 04 April 2016

Figure 2. Vertically-resolved rainfall intensity computations at different measurement times for
UPC MPLNET station on 04 April 2016. (a) MPL cross-polar channel signal; (b) Cloud base height
automatically retrieved by V3 L1 Cloud algorithm. (c) Vertically-resolved rainfall intensities, computed
with the analytical model solution using disdrometer data and V3 L1 cloud base height retrieval, from
1940UT to 1950UT

distributions were observed during spring (MAM) and fall (SON), with a higher occurrence of relatively180

high rain rate during spring (1.5 vs. 0.6 mm h−1 mean R), and no dependence of the rain intensity with181

altitude. Yearly analysis of UPC MPLNET data shows that the effect of the evaporation on the rainfall182
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(a) Composite MPLNET V3 cross-polar channel with superimposed GEOS-5 isotherms

(b) MPLNET V3 L1 cloud algorithm cloud base retrieval product

(c) Rainfall Intensity on 22 April 2016

Figure 3. Vertically-resolved rainfall intensity computations at different measurement times for the
GSFC MPLNET station on 22 April 2016. (a) MPL cross-polar channel signal; (b) Cloud base height
automatically retrieved by V3 L1 Cloud algorithm; (c) Vertically-resolved rainfall intensities, computed
with the analytical model solution using disdrometer data and V3 L1 cloud base height retrieval, from
1727UT to 1754UT

rate has different impacts, depending on both rain intensity at ground and cloud base height. On the183

other hand, the radar reflectivity shows a dependence only on the cloud base height. The comparison184

between UPC and GSFC indicates that, for approximately the same rain intensity at the ground, the185
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(a) Trend of ∆R as function of R at ground and cloud
base height.

(b) Trend of ∆Z as function of R at ground and cloud
base height.

Figure 4. Trend of the difference between the cloud base and the ground of the rain parameters R and
Z as function of parameter values measured at ground and at cloud base height.

rain intensity gradients observed in GSFC (0.22 mm h−1 km−1) are larger than the ones observed186

at UPC (0.03 mm h−1 km−1). This result shows that, for this case study, the GSFC atmosphere is in187

general drier with respect to UPC.188

Both analyzed case studies demonstrate the analytical model capability for reconstructing DSD189

from ground to cloud base. This also permits computing all of the significant distribution moments (i.190

e., radar reflectivity, liquid water content, mean mass diameter, etc.) besides rain reflectivity. Future191

research will focus on assessing light precipitation inter-annual intensity variability from long-term192

(>15 years) MPLNET stations, especially in polluted regions to quantifying for the first time the aerosol193

indirect effects on drizzle reduction/suppression.194
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